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Subject: 'Our futute within the CEC'-StrCItegic Plan of the JoilftPJlblic
Advisory Com18lttee, 2006-2010. Comments submitted by the Grand
Coulfcil of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee)/Cree Regiolfal Authority.

Dear Ms Oro~,

I am writing to you on behalf of the Orand Couooil of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee) and the
Crce Regional Authority (Northern Quebec, C.m3rl~) in response to the 'Strategic Plan of
the Joint Public Advisory Committee 2006-2010' which was released for comment in
November, 2005.

These two organL~ons represent a group of nine Cree First Nations or Tribes in a
region of~, boreal forest ofNorthcrn Qu6bec (Canada) better known as the James Bay
Territory, but known to us as &you Istchee - The People's Land. This is a region which
bas been opened up to a very large hydro-electrlc development in the last thirty years. as
well as to forestry and mining. The Cr= communities, with their cultural roots in a
northern forest hunting economy~, are facing the experience of a rapidly changing
environment and economy as the no$ern development ftonticr moves advances through
the James Bay territory.

We are sending this letter to express our support for the role of the Joint Public Advisory

Committee (JPAC) in its work towards the implementation of the NAAEC and the work
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of the Commission for Environmental Cooperation.

We have two main messages for JPAC. The first is that we are concerned (and we
believe that we share this concern with many othm- public int«CSt o~ni~~tions) about
the 'sustainability' of NAAEC and even of the CEC, and believe that the concept as a
whole needs renewal and fresh commitment on the part of the three signatory
governments - C~ Mexico and the United States.

The second message is that we are obviously sympathetic to the need to involve
Indigenous pcopl~ from the three cotmtri~ in the NAAEC cxm'Cise as a whole and in the
CEC - coordinated programmes in particular. We recognized that this has not been a
particularly ~ful part of the CEC programme in the past and note, with
disappointmcnt, that d~pite JPAC's very specific Advicc to Council on this matter and
public statements of intCIat from thc Sccrctariat, promoting the involvement of
Indigcnous peoples is still on the JP AC &geIMla for the coming five )'ears.

Wc will dcal here first with tho larger problem ofthc commitments of aovcmJncnts to the
NAAEC aM the CEC, and the role of JP AC. Most (although not al1) of our experience
with the CEC has been with the Sound ;Mana&ement of Chemicals Programme (SMOC).
Specifically, our orgaDi7~on has b=l involved in the North American Regional Action
Plan (NARAP) development and ~lementation process for mercury, dioxins/furans and
hexachlorobenzene, as well as (anp ~aps most important) the Monitoring and
.A.~~t NARAP. I

There is growing con~ about the future of these NARAPs and of the SMOC agenda in
gen~ and the extent to which the participating governments are prepared to see the
NARAP's as documents which ~ assist dircctly in the development and public
discussion of policy towards environmental contAminAnts and human exposure to those
cont.Am;nant~. We are afraid that it is six:nply not obvious that governments arc prepared
to take the CEC and the SMOC initiatives seriously and weave them into other
international agreements and commitments towards environmental contamination. We
see the decision last year to withdraw from further work on children's health and the
environment as a convincing illustration of the basis for our concern.

Against this background, you may'~ ass1U'ed that we will support any initiatives which
the JP AC is prepared to take to stren~ the visibility of the CEC initiatives at the
government level and to keep alive (and relevant) the development of environmental

I .
policy tow~ contaminAnts wi~ the NAAEC framework. It is very much a matter of
capacity development (as well as commitment). in all three jurisdictions.

On the second point, that of the engagement and participation of Indigenous peoples. we
have the folloWing comments and spggestions tp offer. .../3
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have the followina comments and suggestions to offer.

The involvement of First Nations and other Aboriginal peoples in Canada in
NAAECICEC activities depends on the creation - with their collaboration - of agcndas
and programmes which are seen u relevant to thcm. A nan'OW focus on a restricted
range of industrial chemicals which are W1familiar to these constituencies will not do .the
job. There is a need to sit down and identify those substances or classes of cont~;nAnts
which prompt questions and discussion about exposure and health risks in First Nations
and Aboriginal communities. There also has to be a sense that government is listening -
and that the work (for example) of the Task Forces recruited to develop the NARAP's
really is relevant to domestic (national) environmental policy and the coordination of
initiatives across national boundaries.

The Monitoring and Assessment NARAP seemed, at the outset, to be a promising move
in that direction, but it is much less clear to us now that there is enough interest and
commitment at a nationa1lcvel to keep this initiative alive. We want this process to
survive, and eiJ:COurage JP AC to pursue this objective.

If we, at the Grand Counci1/~ ~egiona1 Autihority, can help to promote or strengthen
the involvanent of Indigenous peoples in the work of the JP AC directly or CEC
initiatives in general, we are ready ~ ~ us. W ~ enco~e you to keep in touch with our
org~j ~~on and advise us if you n~ our ~ or advice.

Yours truly.

cc: The Hqnorable Stephanc DiOD !
W. v . Kennedy (CEC)
A. Iserhoff, Deputy Grand ~~fqcC I '

W. Iserhotr, Director of Traditional PurSuits
A. p~ Science Ad~r : : I


